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Introduction: Observations from the Cassini 

spacecraft indicate that Titan’s craters are preferentially 
located at high elevations [1-3]. One possible 
explanation for this is the presence of methane-saturated 
regolith in low-elevation terrains on Titan [4]. Previous 
studies have shown that fluid-saturated sediment can be 
very weak and may limit the topographic expression of 
the resultant impact craters [5], making them harder to 
detect by a remote sensing platform such as Cassini. 
Here we simulate impacts into Titan and confirm that a 
methane-saturated water ice crust can produce craters 
with limited topographic expression.  

Methods: We simulate impacts on Titan using the 
iSALE shock physics code [6-8]. In this initial work, we 
consider 1, 2, and 5-km-thick liquid-methane-saturated-
sediment layers on top of a water-ice or methane-
clathrate-ice layer with a total combined layer thickness 
of 60 km, over a liquid water mantle. We use a 5-km 
diameter icy impactor (with a simulation resolution of 
100 m) and an impact velocity of 10.5 km/s, which is 
the average impact velocity into Titan [9]. This impact 
generates an ~ 80-km diameter crater into pure water 
ice. A bolide of this size should be minimally affected 
by disruption in Titan’s atmosphere [10, 11]. We apply 
a temperature gradient of 3 K/km for Titan, which is 
lower than the gradient needed to reproduce the depths 
of complex craters on Ganymede and Callisto [12], 
resulting in deeper craters for Titan. 

Methane and water-ice can form methane clathrate 
on Titan [13]. To include methane clathrate substrates 
in iSALE, we first developed an appropriate strength 
model. Experimental work shows that methane clathrate 
is 20–30 times stronger than water-ice at pressures of 
50–100 MPa [13, 14]. Thus, we adopt a limiting 
strength of methane clathrate as 20 times stronger than 
that of water ice [15]. The clathrate strength cited above 
was measured at 250–287 K [13, 14]. To extrapolate 
these values to Titan-relevant temperatures (90–94 K), 
we use thermal softening parameters derived for ice 
[15]. For other parameters (e.g., yield strength at zero 
pressure) of methane clathrate, we use values derived 
for water ice [15]. We also consider a methane-saturated 
layer, and model the weakening of a water-ice layer by 
liquid methane using the same rheology employed for 
simulated water-saturated sediments [5]. For all icy 

materials, we use the Tillotson equation of state for 
water ice [16].  

Results: Figure 1 illustrates the surface profiles of 
our simulated Titan impact craters. The increased 
strength of methane clathrate results in clear differences 
in crater morphology compared to impacts into water 
ice. Impacts into pure methane-clathrate ice (black solid 
line) result in smaller, deeper craters than those into pure 
water ice (red solid line). When a 5 km thick methane-
clathrate crust lays on top of a water-ice bedrock (black 
dashed line), the resulting crater is very similar to an 
impact into pure water-ice. Figure 2 shows the 
temperature profile. While the crater floor is composed 
of water ice, the walls and rim are methane clathrate (see 
white dashed lines in Figure 2a). This holds for a range 
of methane-clathrate thicknesses. Since the width of the 
water-ice floor or the methane clathrate wall depends on 
the thickness of the methane clathrate crust, we may 
estimate the thickness of the crust if a compositional 
difference around a crater is observed. 

 
Figure 1: Surface profile at 2000 s after the impacts on 

Titan. The composition of the base is A) water ice and B) 
methane clathrate. Lines indicate different target 
compositions. Solid lines depict the case of pure water ice (A) 
and pure methane clathrate (B). 

 
The methane-saturated ice crust drastically subdues 

the geomorphic expression of the impact crater. When 
the methane-saturated layer is ≥ 5 km thick, it flows 
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back in and fills the transient impact crater cavity 
(Figure 2b and blue dashed line in Figure 1A). This is 
consistent with previous work on impacts into water-
saturated sediments on Earth [5]. This feature of the 
methane-saturated crust lends supports to the hypothesis 
for the dearth of lowland craters on Titan [4]. On the 
other hand, a 1 or 2-km thick methane-saturated surface 
layer does not fully fill in the crater (Figure 2c and blue 
dash-dotted line in Figure 1A). Thus, our initial results 
indicate that a relatively thick methane-saturated layer 
is needed to explain the dearth of craters in the lowlands 
of Titan. 

Discussions: If a methane-saturated ice deposit 
forms on Titan, it may form a methane-clathrate layer 
beneath. Experimental work suggests clathrate 
formation takes about a year at 90 K during contact of 
liquid methane and water ice [17]. Thus, we expect that 
a methane-saturated layer would lie over a methane 
clathrate layer rather than a water ice layer. Because 
methane clathrate targets yield smaller craters than 
water ice targets (see solid lines in Figure 1), a thin 
methane saturated surface layer will more easily fill in 
the crater. The 2 km-methane-saturated crust over 
methane clathrate results in limited topography (Figure 
2d and green dash-dotted line in Figure 1B); however, a 
1 km-methane-saturated layer still produces a deep 
crater (4-km depth; Figure 2e and green dotted line in 
Figure 1B), which is almost as deep as an impact into 
pure methane clathrate ice.  

To assess the depth of a simulated impact crater, we 
also need to consider post-impact processes. Titan 
shows pervasive evidence of fluvial and aeolian erosion 
[2]. Post-impact erosion will modify craters, making 
them more difficult to detect: a 40-km-diameter, 1-km-
deep crater might lose its expression over 500 Myr [18]. 
Therefore, erosion naturally makes Titan craters 
shallower than those on other icy satellites [2, 3] and the 
depth shown here is the maximum value. In the future 
we will explore the effects of assumed interior structure, 
impactor size, and thermal gradient on crater formation.  
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Figure 2: Temperature profile at 2000 s after impacts on 

Titan. Color illustrates the temperature in Kelvin. Black dashed 
lines depict the preimpact location of the target surface. White 
dashed lines depict material boundaries. Each panel 
represents a different top layer and bottom layer (see title and 
corresponding surface profile in Figure 1).  
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